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Every millenium produces its own original thinkers&#x97;brave, independent sages who look at life

from completely fresh perspectives and leave behind them a glorious legacy of truth and wisdom for

the benefit of us all. Such is the case again with "The Tao of Meow," a collection of 81 reflections on

life and the way to total self-gratification as only a cat can tell it. Any resemblance between these

verses and the Tao Te Ching by Lao Tzu is entirely deliberate and indicates that you are a

discerning reader.
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If you have ever been owned by a cat, you have probably wondered what your pet is thinking at

those moments when their smug, aloof feline behavior has you endlessly opening and closing

doors, worrying over what cat food will entice their taste buds, or hoping they will come and play

with you today. Carl Japikse's cat, Waldo, provides us with many wonderful insights into cat

thinking. "The Tao of Meow" is full of anecdotes and cat tales about the simple, common-sense

thinking that gives cats access to nine lives, while we, as their faithful nameless ones, have but one

life to live in service to them. "Tao of Meow" is a series of 81 short poetry-like pieces reflecting cat

thoughts on subjects that range from cats raiding rabbit nests, through a cat's view of human

luggage, to insights on what control really means. "Tao" is funny and thought-provoking. Many of

Waldo's guideliens for everyday cat living serve as excellent advice for how we humans can live our

lives more effectively. This book is a must for anyone who has loved cats and been mystified by

their uncanny knack for controlling our human behavior.



There have been many translations of the Tao Te Ching, but who better to do it than a cat? Cats

just naturally understand the wisdom of the Tao. Although this is categorized as a humour book, and

is very funny, it in fact a good interpretation of the Tao. Yes, it is meant to be read by

humans.Besides, this book is worth buying just for the sweet picture on the cover.

This book is, quite simply, a masterpiece. It manages, at one time, to be a book that anyone who

has ever owned (or been owned by!) a cat will find laughing-out-loud funny while at the same time

being a fascinating look at Lao Tzu's classic 'Tao Te Ching'.Each of the poems in Tao of Meow

have a lot of similarities to 'Tao Te Ching', which makes the book a fascinating dialogue with Lao

Tzu's work. It's an interesting way to gain some new understanding of it. All philosophy should be

studied with such a sense of irreverent joy!This is a book that you'll want to own and have on hand

so that you can thumb through it -- either to learn or to laugh -- again and again.

this book is very amusing.. and after ll my 44 years experience with cats.. I'm not surprised at the

prologue.. I highly recommend this book for those who want that lovely bit of feline wisdom, and also

a decent laugh now and then.. i keep it on my desk and re-read every now and then..Dear Waldo J.

such a wise cat.. Our Felines are more like us than any other animal in my view.. I even had one

who spoke English with a strong feline accent that anyone could, and did understand.. How I miss

her.. They might be a bit silly, catty, feisty, funny, and even a bit more than lazy, but we love them..

and Waldo J. is definitely and old soul, just like my last pair, and like Our Duncan the

Third..Namaste... * bows politely *

Subject line says it. My Cat and I agree and 4 Stars it shall be.A bit cheeky, but overall, with normal

allowances for "the ruler", well done.

I love the philosophy and the humor within each parable. Also, it relates to every day thought. I

know others will enjoy it.
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